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Tailoring light-sound interactions in a single mode fiber for
the high-power transmission or sensing applications
Aamir Gulistan, M. M. Rahman, Souvik Ghosh, and B. M. A. Rahman
City University of London
ABSTRACT
A full-vectorial numerically efficient Finite Element Method (FEM) based computer code is developed to study
complex light-sound interactions in a single mode fiber (SMF). The SBS gain or SBS threshold in a fiber is highly
related to the overlap between the optical and acoustic modes. For a typical SMF the acoustic-optic overlap
strongly depends on the optical and acoustic mode profiles and it is observed that the acoustic mode is more
confined in the core than the optical mode and reported overlap is around 94 % between these fundamental optical
and acoustic modes. However, it is shown here that selective co-doping of Aluminum and Germanium in core
reduces the acoustic index while keeping the optical index of the same value and thus results in increased acoustic-
optic overlap of 99.7%. On the other hand, a design of acoustic anti-guide fiber for high-power transmission
systems is also proposed, where the overlap between acoustic and optical modes is reduced. Here, we show
that by keeping the optical properties same as a standard SMF and introducing a Boron doped 2nd layer in
the cladding, a very low value of 2.7% overlap is achieved. Boron doping in cladding 2nd layer results in a
high acoustic index and acoustic modes shifts in the cladding from the core, allowing much high power delivery
through this SMF.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Light sound interaction also known as Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) in optical waveguides has attracted
considerable large interest over the past years1,2. The SBS is a nonlinear process, when sound wave is generated
due to electrostriction effect which creates a traveling Bragg gratings and prevents delivery of high optical power.
Among other non-linear effects like Self Phase Modulation (SPM) or Cross Phase Modulation (XPM), the SBS
has gained more attention due to the its low threshold and limiting the power scaling in the photonic devices3,4.
However, it can also be exploited for the different applications such as distributed strain and temperature
sensors5, Brillouin cooling6, slow and fast light7 etc. Since early 2000’s, a large number of research outputs have
been reported describing reduction or increase the overlap between optical and acoustic modes for higher power
transmission or for the sensing applications, respectively. These were achieved by incorporating the different
materials to alter the acoustic properties of the fiber or altering the fiber dimensions. The SBS gain peaks
in a Brillouin spectrum of optical fiber is highly related to the overlap between acoustic and optical modes.
Dasgupta et al.8, used a Finite Element Method (FEM) based commercially available software, COMSOL, to
investigate the SBS spectrum in a step index Ge-doped fiber where three significant peaks were recorded in the
Brillouin spectrum from 9.4 GHz to 11.6 GHz. These SBS gain peaks are the result of high overlap recorded
between fundamental optical and dominant longitudinal acoustic LP01, LP02 and LP03 modes. Shibata et al.
investigated the effect of different germanium doping concentration in the core of fibers and cladding consisted
of either Fluorine or pure Silica for two different fiber designs9. For the first design, the acoustic velocity of the
cladding was taken lower than that in the core of the fiber resulting in an acoustic anti-guide design. Similarly,
for second fiber design where core was doped with germanium and cladding with pure silica, waveguide acts as
a acoustic guide and three peaks were reported in Brillouin spectra. Multimode fibers (MMF) have a higher
effective area which results in a high SBS threshold and provides flexibility to enhance maximum transmission
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power in the fibers. Dragic et al. reported the existence of higher order acoustic modes in an acoustic anti-
guide10. They reported two peaks in the Brillouin spectrum of a MMF that has a high acoustic index fluorine
doped cladding. A comparison of SBS threshold between Single Mode Fiber (SMF) and MMF is demonstrated
in11. It is demonstrated that due to large mode area of MMF, the pump power threshold is increased to 105
mW from the previously calculated 15 mW threshold power for a SMF. However, the existence of more than one
modes in MMF may introduce the inter-modal interference.
An in-house full-vectorial FEM based code is developed for the optical and acoustic modal analysis in optical
waveguides12,13. In this paper, we have proposed two designs where light sound interaction is tailored for the fiber
optic sensing or high power transmission applications. As, SBS overlap is a key feature for these applications,
hence, this paper mainly focus on the approaches to enhance or reduce the SBS overlap. First design where the
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) or Boron oxide(B2O3) are used to increase the SBS overlap to attain a high SBS gain.
On the other hand, the second design is an acoustic anti-guide where the SBS threshold is increased by reducing
the overlap between acoustic and optical modes using B2O3 doped high acoustic index layer in cladding.
2. MODAL SOLUTION
For our modal solution a SMF with 6.23 %wt Ge-doped core (radius=4.1 μm) and pure silica cladding is consid-
ered. The refractive indices of core and cladding are taken ncore= 1.44905 and cclad=1.444, respectively at the
operating wavelength, λ = 1.55 μm. The full-vectorial formulation for the optical modes based on the minimiza-
tion of the H-field energy functional is used for our modal solution14,15. The available two-fold symmetry of the
fiber is exploited in order to avoid modal degeneration and also to improve the modal accuracy with dense FEM
elements in a quarter of the structure rather than distributing in the full structure. The SBS threshold where
the input pump power in optical fiber becomes equals to the back reflected power is considered as a limiting
factor and it varies according to relation given in Eq. 1
Pth ∝
KAeffαp
G(vmax, L)Γij
(1)
where K is the polarization factor, Aeff is the optical effective area, αp is the acoustic attenuation coefficient for
the acoustic mode of order p and G(vmax, L) is the Brillouin gain at the peak frequency for a fiber of length L
16.
The normalized overlap Γij, between the acoustic modes and optical modes can be calculated by the Eq. 2.
Γij =
(
∫ |Him|2 ujndxdy)2∫ |Him|4 dxdy ∫ ∣∣ujn∣∣2 dxdy ; m, n = x, y, z (2)
Here, Him is the m
th magnetic field component (where, m may be x, y or z) of the ith optical mode and ujn is the
nth component of the acoustic displacement profile (where, n may be x, y or z) of the jth acoustic mode17. From
the SBS threshold equation given in Eq. 1, it is understood that the SBS threshold can be increased either by
increasing the Aeff or reducing the acoustic-optic overlap Γij. Figure 1 shows the contours of dominant Hy and
non-dominant Hx and Hz fields of the fundamental optical LP01 mode. The propagation constant and effective
refractive index are calculated as βop = 5.86205 (rad/μm) and with that neff = 1.4461163, respectively.
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Figure 1: Dominant HY, non-dominant HX, and HZ field profiles of the fundamental optical mode LP01, βop =
5.86205 rad/μm.
Table 1: Core and cladding acoustic velocities and elastic coefficients18.
SMF
Materials
(%wt)
Acoustic Velocities
(m/s)
Density (ρ)
(kg/m3)
Elastic Coefficients
SiO2 GeO2 Shear Longitudinal C11 C12 C44
Core 93.76 6.24 3644.85 5794.62 2291.25 76.93488 16.05668 30.43910
Cladding 100 0 3760 5970 2201 78.44562 16.21191 31.11686
Table 1 shows the material properties of core and cladding as used for our simulations. Elastic coefficients
used in stiffness matrix are derived using shear, longitudinal velocities and material density as given in Eq. 3
VL =
√
C11
ρ
; VS =
√
C44
ρ
; C11 – C12 = 2 C44 (3)
In order to observe light sound interaction, the following phase matching condition between optical and
acoustics modes should satisfied.
βA = 2 βop (4)
Here, βA is the wave vector of interacting acoustic mode and, βop is the propagation constant of optical
mode as shown Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the dominant UZ and non-dominant UX and UY displacement vector
contour plots of the fundamental longitudinal LP01 acoustic mode. Here, the acoustic propagation constant is
calculated as βA=11.7241 which is double of the βop for the phase matching condition. The acoustic frequency
and longitudinal velocity for the fundamental longitudinal LP01 mode are found as, f = 10.8241 GHz and
VLG = 5800.8286 m/s, respectively. As, SMF accommodates both longitudinal and shear modes hence, the
dominant UY and non-dominant UX and UZ displacement vector are also shown in Fig. 3 for the fundamental
shear mode.
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Figure 2: Vector displacement profiles of (a) non-dominant UX (b) non-dominant UY and (c) dominant UZ
components of the fundamental longitudinal acoustic mode LP01 at 10.824 GHz.
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Figure 3: Vector displacement profiles of (a) non-dominant UX (b) dominant UY and (c) non-dominant UZ
components of the fundamental shear acoustic mode LP01 at 6.8087 GHz.
The phase matching condition given in Eq. 4 can be satisfied by multiple acoustic modes. For example for a
phase matched acoustic wave vector, fundamental and higher order modes exist that have the different frequency
shift and propagation velocities. Figure 4 shows the higher order longitudinal acoustic LP21, LP02 and LP03
modes. Displacement vector variation of higher order longitudinal modes along the fiber radius are also shown
in the respective insets of the Fig. 4.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Dominant vector displacement profile UZ of higher order phase matched longitudinal modes (a) LP21
(b) LP02 and (c) LP03 at 10.865 GHz, 10.873 GHz and 10.959 GHz, respectively.
Using Eq. 2 overlap values of fundamental and higher order longitudinal modes with the fundamental
optical mode are calculated. As the displacement vector profile of the dominant UZ of the longitudinal mode
and dominant HY field of optical modes have identical nature hence, an overlap value of 94% is calculated
between them. Similar, overlap has been reported in19, where, the rectangular waveguide of similar dimensions
is considered. Moreover, the overlap between the higher order (LP21, LP02, LP03) modes and the dominant
HY field of the fundamental optical mode are calculated as 0%, 0.91%, 0.77%, respectively. The reason for the
0% overlap between LP21 and optical mode is due to the odd symmetrical nature of dominant UZ displacement
vector profile of the acoustic mode. However, the overlap between non-dominant UX and UY have considerable
overlap due to their even symmetry and found as 35.31% and 35.233% respectively.
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Figure 5: Normalized HY optical field and UZ longitudinal displacement vector profiles along the r-axis
The normalized HY optical field profile of the fundamental LP01 optical mode, and UZ vector profiles of
the fundamental and higher order longitudinal acoustic modes along the r-axis are shown in Fig. 5. It can be
observed that the fundamental longitudinal acoustic mode have the similar mode profile as of the fundamental
optical mode. However, the acoustic modes are more confined in the core compared to the fundamental optical
mode.
3. FIBER DESIGN FOR SENSING APPLICATIONS
3.1 Al2O3 doped core
Designing an acoustic co- or anti-guide is highly dependent on the choice of the doping materials. The UZ profile
for the LP01 acoustic mode shows it is more strongly confined than the HY field profile of the LP01 optical
mode, as index contrast for the acoustic mode was higher. This index contrast can be adjusted by co-doping
an optical fiber by using two or more dopants. Table 2 shows the effect of some commonly used materials for
changing the optical and acoustic indices. This table shows the percentage change in the optical refractive index
(Δn%), shear (ΔVS%) and longitudinal (ΔVL%) velocities with the percentage weight of dopant. Increase in
the acoustic index results in the reduction of shear and longitudinal velocities. As discussed earlier that the
acoustic modes are more confined in the core compared with the optical modes. Hence, in order to increase
the optical and acoustic overlap, different %wt doping of Al2O3 are calculated keeping the optical refractive
index ncore=1.44905 unchanged. This results in the less confinement of the acoustic modes in the core and thus
increased overlap with the optical modes.
Table 2: Percentage weight change contribution to the optical refractive index and acoustic velocities for different
dopants20,21.
Doping material Δn%
Wt%
ΔVL%
Wt%
ΔVS%
Wt%
GeO2 +0.056 -0.47 -0.49
P2O5 +0.02 -0.31 -0.41
F -0.31 -3.6 -3.1
TiO2 +0.23 -0.59 -0.45
Al2O3 +0.063 +0.42 +0.21
B2O3 -0.033 -1.23 -1.18
The effect of Al2O3 on the fundamental acoustic mode spot-size and overlap percentage are shown in Table 3.
The doping concentration of SiO2, GeO2 and Al2O3 in the core is chosen in way that the optical refractive index
remain same as ncore = 1.44905 and only the acoustic index is modified. The shear and longitudinal velocities
for the core are calculated by the relation shown in Table 2. It is observed that as the percentage of Al2O3 is
increased the spot-size or the effective area of the fundamental longitudinal mode LP01 starts increasing. Overlap
of 99.76% is achieved when the core is co-doped with 2.71%wt of Al2O3, 3.20 %wt of GeO2 and 94.09 %wt of
SiO2.
Moreover, Table 3 also shows the effect on the spot size (σx) of LP01 as %wt of Al2O3 is increased further. It
can be observed that as the Al2O3 doping is increased from 2.71%wt to higher value, the overlap start reducing
as the the power start distributing on a larger effective mode area.
Table 3: Effect of Al2O3 doping on the core longitudinal velocity and acoustic-optic overlap
Materials
(%wt)
Fundamental Mode
LP01
Spot size
σx
Acoustic-optic
overlap
(%)
SiO2 GeO2 Al2O3
Longitudinal
velocity
(m/s)
Frequency
shift
(GHz)
93.76 6.24 0 5800.8286 10.8241 3.208 94.0
93.95 4.5 1.55 5888.4942 10.9876 3.341 96.98
94.06 3.5 2.44 5938.2274 11.0804 3.546 99.16
94.09 3.2 2.71 5952.8299 11.1077 3.751 99.76
94.11 3.0 2.89 5962.2220 11.1252 4.059 98.16
94.13 2.90 2.97 5966.5666 11.1333 4.396 92.12
94.14 2.85 3.01 5968.4700 11.1369 5.087 80.56
3.2 B2O3 Layer in Cladding
Another technique to increase acoustic-optic overlap could be by introducing a high acoustic index layer in
cladding. To achieve this a 4 μm wide annular region layer doped with B2O3 is used as shown as region 2 in Fig.
6. Figure 6 (a) show the schematic of the core, clad and high acoustic index 2nd layer. Whereas, Figs. 6 (b)
and 6 (c) show the optical and acoustic index profiles along the radius, respectively. This high acoustic index
layer in the cladding is used to reduce the confinement of the acoustic mode in the core that results in large
acoustic mode area. Boron increases the acoustic index in the cladding layer resulting in the acoustic modes
propagation towards cladding. The percentage weight doping of B2O3 is considered very carefully. If the doping
percentage is increased more, the acoustic modes completely shifts in cladding that results the acoustic mode to
approach its cutoff. Moreover, due to B2O3 doping in the cladding optical refractive index get reduced which is
compensated by the addition of GeO2 doping. The acoustic-optic overlap of 99.69% is achieved with the original
core (without Al2O3) and high acoustic index cladding layer with doping concentration of (1.697%wt of B2O3
+ 1%wt of GeO2 + 97.303%wt of SiO2).
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Figure 6: Effect of 2nd layer doping on the optical refractive index and the acoustic index of SMF.
4. ACOUSTIC ANTI-GUIDE: FOR HIGH POWER TRANSMISSION
As discussed in the introduction that the SBS is considered as a limiting factor in order to scale the power in
the optical fiber lasers and amplifiers. Backward scattering in SBS process reduced the capabilities of the optical
transmission systems by limiting maximum transmission power and introducing the high bit error rate22. Many
techniques have been proposed in order to reduce the effect of SBS by reducing the acoustic and optical modes
overlap23–25.
Here, we have proposed a novel idea of the acoustic anti-guide that results in a very low overlap between
optical and acoustic modes. The SBS threshold is highly related to the overlap between acoustic and optical
modes as mentioned in Eq.2. Hence, increasing the SBS threshold results in the increased optical transmission
power and improved data rate performance. For our design, we have introduced a very high acoustic index layer
in the inner cladding named here as a 2nd layer as it is used for increasing overlap as discussed in Subsection
3.2. However, the difference between high overlap and reduced depends on the doping concentration of B2O3 in
2nd layer. Here, we have observed two cases for the doping percentage and the resultant overlap. In first case,
where we kept the acoustic and optical properties of the core unchanged and only doped the 2nd layer of cladding
with the (3.394%wt of B2O3 + 2%wt of GeO2). The resultant overlap with the fundamental optical mode is
observed to be 3.5% with the acoustic mode in 2nd layer. The acoustic mode in the 2nd layer in cladding has
the frequency shift and velocity of 10.587595 GHz and 5674.08 m/s, respectively. However, it is observed that
the fundamental acoustic mode in the core still exist at frequency 10.81768 GHz and having velocity 5797.3904
m/s. Figure 7 shows both the acoustic modes in the core at f=10.81768 GHz, and in the cladding at f=10.58759
GHz. With only B2O3 doping in the 2
nd layer of cladding and without changing acoustic index in the core it
was not possible to make the waveguide completely anti-guide. In order to make the core completely anti-guide,
the core is also doped with the aluminum (3.061%wt of Al2O3 + 2.8 %wt of GeO2) to reduce its acoustic index
along with the 2nd layer doping mentioned in the first case. Here we have observed the acoustic-optic overlap of
2.7% for the dominant field of the fundamental optical and longitudinal modes.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Dominant UZ displacement vector profile of the fundamental longitudinal LP01 modes (a) in the core
at f=10.81768 GHz and (b) in cladding 2nd layer at f=10.58759 GHz.
Figure 8 (a) shows the contour plot of the dominant (UZ) vector of the fundamental longitudinal mode (LP01)
in the proposed acoustic anti-guide design. Displacement vector profile along the radius of the fiber is also shown
in inset of the Fig. 8. It can be seen that acoustic mode is shifted outside the core into cladding, however the
optical modes still propagates inside the core as the optical refractive index of core and cladding were unchanged.
Figures 8 (b) and (c) show the contour plots of the dominant UZ displacement vector of LP02 and LP03 modes,
respectively. Higher order longitudinal modes also shifted in the cladding resulting in a very low overlap with
the optical mode.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Dominant vector displacement profile UZ of (a) fundamental longitudinal modes LP01 higher order
modes (b) LP02 and (c) LP03 at f=10.5887 GHz, f=10.6452 GHz and f=10.7371 GHz, respectively.
Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the field profile of fundamental optical mode, and UZ displacement vector profile of
the fundamental and higher order acoustic modes along the r-axis. It can be observed that the optical mode
field is confined in the core while the acoustic modes fields has shifted towards to cladding region resulting in a
low overlap. Hence, the proposed design gives a high SBS threshold and it will be very useful for the long haul
fiber communication, fiber lasers and amplifiers applications.
Figure 9: Normalized field and displacement vector profiles along the r-axis
5. CONCLUSION
A full-vectorial FEM is used to analyze the light-sound interaction in a SMF. Two designs are proposed, where
light-sound interactions is either increased or reduced for fiber optic sensing or high power transmission appli-
cations, respectively. Acoustic-optic overlap is strongly related to the optical and acoustic mode profiles and in
this case it is observed that the acoustic mode is more confined in the core than the optical mode. However,
through rigorous numerical simulations, we have identified that, if the percentage (in weight) doping of Al2O3
(2.7%) and GeO2 (3.2%) in the core are chosen then the core refractive index remains same as 1.44905 but its
acoustic index is reduced. In this case, the acoustic mode profile become much closer to the optical mode profile
and the overlap increases to 99.7%. On the other hand, an acoustic anti-guide fiber for high-power transmission
systems is designed, where overlap between acoustic and optical modes is reduced. Here, we show that with the
aluminum doping in the core and introducing a high acoustic index layer in the cladding (3.394% B2O3 +2%
GeO2) results in a very low overlap of 2.7%. This high acoustic index layer in cladding force acoustic modes
to completely shifts in the cladding from the core, allowing much high SBS threshold that enables high power
delivery through this SMF.
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